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ABSTRACT 

 

In this competitive market and global crisis era, manufacturing firm should pay 
more attention in their internal process to make sure their internal process run 
efficiently and effectively. They must do their internal process appropriate with 
their strategy and objectives. Performance measurement is done to ensure that 
their internal process aligns with the strategy and the objective, also to ensure the 
internal process gives optimum results. Many manufacturing firms in Indonesia 
improve their technologies resources and capabilities by adopting Innovative 
Management Practice (IMPs) and Advanced Manufacturing Technologies 
(AMTs) to improve their internal process. The investment in these technologies is 
very expensive, yet many manufacturing firms do not set performance 
measurement on their internal process to ensure the investment is not useless. On 
the other case, the manufacturing firms that adopt IMPs and AMTs set 
performance measurement on their internal process, but not linked to the 
objective they want to achieve by implementing IMPs and AMTs they choose. 
Performance measurement can be done in financial perspective or non-financial 
perspective. Previous researches recommend that performance measurement 
should not be done in financial perspective only. In competitive competition, 
shorter product life cycle and IMPs and AMTs environments, more detail and 
real time measures are needed to monitor internal process. Thus, it is more 
appropriate to establish non-financial performance measurement to control 
internal process. This research’s result shows that manufacturing firms in 
Indonesia implement non-financial performance measurement on their internal 
processes. The most important measure for the firms is on time products delivery 
to the customer as promised. The manufacturing firms in Indonesia implement 
IMPs - Quality Management System (QMS) like ISO 9000, ISO 14000, etc widely 
and systematically. While AMTs – software which is commonly implemented by 
the manufacturing firms in Indonesia is Material Requirement Planning 
(MRP)/Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRPII). From AMTs – Hardware 
group, Computer Numerical Control (CNC) is the most common technology 
implemented by manufacturing firms in Indonesia. There are positive and 
significant relationships found between IMPs/AMTs implemented with non-
financial performance measurement done within the manufacturing firms in 
Indonesia. In other words, manufacturing firms in Indonesia implement 
IMPs/AMTs in order to improve non-financial performance in their internal 
processes.  
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